Data Analyst

British Airways    London, UK

Apply

An exciting opportunity to be part of the Passenger Revenue Commercial team, responsible for performing comprehensive financial analyses and exploiting opportunities through data interrogation to improve processes and increase financial recoveries. The business intelligence derived from such analysis will have impact on commercial decisions, financial planning and the company’s bottom line.

The role will focus on ticketed, operational and financial data analysis and reporting, including revenue, payment and billing accuracy and validation. The responsibilities will include the analysis of the P&L and balance sheet accounts to identify and address process and system weaknesses, customer behaviour or other business changes. The role will involve making the appropriate financial recoveries.

If you are highly numerate with strong analytical skills and have the ability to extract and analyse ‘big data’ from commercial, operational and accounting database/warehouses, then this is the job for you

https://www.statsjobs.com/job/data-analyst-16/